Michael Bolshakov

Developer, Product Designer
Location

Los Angeles, California

E-mail

michael@dolphinandmermaids.com

Website

dolphinandmermaids.com

Phone

+1 323–926–6650

Expert-level software designer and developer specializing in mobile and web development as both a contracted freelancer and
full-time employee. Looking for work with a growing and forward-thinking firm focusing on mobile, desktop, and web
applications. Strong communicator able to work independently as well as collaboratively. Able to visualize and conceptualize
ideas from inception to release. Also, an adept problem-solver with keen attention to detail.

Technical Skills
Programming Languages
C, C++, C#, Objective-C, Swift, Java, Kotlin, JavaScript, PHP, Bash
Other Tech Stack
CoreData, Realm, Nginx, PostgreSQL, Redis, Slim, Laravel, Qt, Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform

Professional experience
Dolphin and Mermaids (Freelance)
Developer, Product Designer, 1/2013 – Present
Design and develop mobile, desktop, and web applications.
Recent Projects:
Moods moods.md
Developed and designed an iOS mobile application that helps people to better understand their mood changes, keep their
personal diary, and be closer with beloved ones. Developed both front end and back end of the application. Implemented
features like attaching photos, videos, and audio recordings, viewing mood changes on calendar, map, and graph.
Kruzo kruzo.io
Developed an iOS and Android mobile applications for anonymous messaging that makes people’s life brighter all around
the world. Integrated GameKit framework with achievements and leaderboards.
Sprites #sprites
Developed a macOS app that helps web designers and game developers with creating sprite atlases, animations, and
scenes for web sites and games. Implemented a powerful Python powered template engine, sprite font export, and easy to
use animation editing built-in tool.
Cal Marker marktheday.today
Developed and designed an iOS mobile application for tracking continuous life events with ability to view marks from
multiple calendars simultaneously. Implemented sharing of picture with current progress feature and smart reminders.

Vzljot CJSC
Advertising Manager, 7/2008 – 1/2013.
Managed acute and long-term key advertising internet marketing campaigns. Other duties included managing the development
of company website and intranet services.
Increased client market shares and web presence of the company.
Redesigned intranet systems to gather data more efficiently and speed up customer service response times.
Managed the development of a system that tracked and monitored work performed by installed devices and helped with
real-time troubleshooting assistance in the events of technical issues.

Education and Certification
Bachelor Degree in Humanities Faculty of Advertising, Concentration in Marketing, Moscow University of Humanities.
Google Certified Associate Android Developer, 2016.

